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Another Injured In Grand Ave. Smashup

Charles Mairer

The automobile which collided with the "City of Mays" train hit a railroad crossing, resulting in the death of Charles Mairer, SSU student. Mairer was seated in the driver's seat of the vehicle. The railroad crossing was not marked by any signs or signals, nor was the train stopped at the crossing.

New Parking Lot To Be Available Spring Term

By Dan Phillips

A new parking lot will be available after spring term, in the main residence area, according to C. John D. Wilson, SSU's resident director.

Tuition Increased To $34 For Next Fall

SSU tuition will be increased to $34 per term, including book and materials fee, according to C. John D. Wilson, SSU's resident director.

Athletic Council Revises Rules On Ticket Procurement

By Bob Besse

Eugene McFadden, SSU's athletic director, announced that the Athletic Council had revised rules on ticket procurement.

Service Award Applications Due Feb. 5

Applications for the "Service to Others" awards are due at the end of the week. The awards are given to students who have made significant contributions to the university community.
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUSS

by Dick Baker

"Now that you have exchanged and graded papers — do we have anyone with a 100?"
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Money Man On The Way

A tax is in the works to end the off-street parking dilemma in the city of Lewisburg. For years, the city has had numerous complaints from residents, who have had to park in the street or on the sidewalk, depending on the time of day.

The city was formed for many years and has been in existence since the early 1800s. In this large city, there have been many changes over the years, and now, the city is looking to the future.

The plan is to put in a new parking system that would benefit both residents and businesses. The city has already done some research and has found that the current system is not working.

The new system would involve the construction of a new parking garage. The city has already secured funding for the project, and the construction is expected to begin soon.

Don't Eat Those Cookies; You'll Be Un-American

(From the Wenonah Daily Draper)

We were taught since we were young, from the Golden calf, that the sins of our fathers were upon our heads. We were taught to eat those cookies, but not to eat those.

The reason was that the sins of our fathers were upon our heads, and we were taught to eat them in order to atone for their sins.

At Last, Some More Space

We are happy to see that the University has allocated $5,000 for a new parking lot.

Earlier this year, the University recommended that there was a need for more parking spaces, a situation which no one has debated. However, the decision to add additional parking spaces is considered an effective way to meet the needs of the students.
These Are The Reasons Why SIU Needs More Money

By JIM AIKEN
Egyptian Editor-in-chief

Why does SIU need an operating budget of $16,500,000 and an additional $8,500,000 for building and capital improvements for the new science building? We have put out the answers in pictures on this page.

The reasons have been published in the Egyptian, Information Services and the University administration. The figures tell the story. But not the whole story.

When the present science building was planned, SIU was just a small university that had recently left the one-room school class. University School was in the final stages of completion and the College plans for expansion seemed like a dream to most of us.

This year the Life Science building has been completed and construction is progressing rapidly on the new library. The dream is becoming a reality. If the building program is kept up at the present pace, it will be only a few years until we have one of the most functional and beautiful campuses in the country.

This new SIU is fix, with a red clay. There is not enough space to teach classes — students are being bused from places that are of third grade — there is not enough space at other places. If that等症状, we are being cheated because the funds appropriated for the current facilities are not enough to meet the needs of the expanded student body.

Costs have been cut to a minimum to meet the current budget, but the appropriated funds did not allow for a 32 per cent enrollment increase in the last two years.
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MUD during bad weather

Lack of storage space

Crowded classrooms and offices

Not enough space or facilities to teach physical education

The most significant reason in this SIU offers a lot of education for a minimum of cost to the students. Another important reason is that SIU offers a practical education in making students to make a decent living and at the same time, giving them a liberal education in such fields as science, literature, music and social studies that are a necessity part of any college student's training.

Southern Illinois is also doing a great amount of work in area to make southern Illinois a better place in which to live. We, the students, hope it will not return to the day when Southern Illinois was known as a land of mud and dirt. Everything is being done to make Southern Illinois a better place in which to live.
The supply of young people in southern Illinois' richest native resource. The development and specialization of this resource is laying the groundwork for an advanced southern Illinois economy.

This year SIU has the fourth largest enrollment of ALL higher education institutions in Illinois. Democrat, Republican, labor, or management, Southern Illinois University belongs to you.

Southern Illinois University affords an education for many students who, without it, would be financially unable to attend a private university, or a school away from home.

As Southern Illinois University derives its strength from the people of Illinois; so does this area derive its strength from the training and preparation of the university.

A university education prepares our young adults for a better place in today's stepped-up and integrated industrial society. Southern Illinois University has been carrying on this preparation since its first class of 53 students and eight instructors in 1874.

Specialization produces more and better occupations. SIU provides that specialization.
Increased business opportunity is the most effective way of inducing young people to stay in this area. With the added support of the young adults who ordinarily leave for the large industrial centers each year, southern Illinois can thrive as an economic center in its own right.

The old business jargon that “You can’t do business with an empty wagon,” is equally as true of a university as of the industry from which you receive your wage, salary, or dividend.

Southern Illinois and the University have a well-stocked supply of the raw material needed to make a more prosperous southern Illinois. But like any farm, store, or factory, SIU needs financial support to process and condition this “raw material” — 4,500 students enrolled this fall — into more productive persons to themselves, to you, and to this area.

To keep pace with demands of increased population and modern business, SIU must secure appropriations for expanding building and faculty, and operation costs.

Southern Illinois University is a state university; therefore, it is dependent upon people of the state through the Legislature and the Legislature’s BUDGETARY COMMITTEE for its funds. In order to provide the specialized training which will assist southern Illinois in becoming an economically sound area, SIU must have your support.
The Year's Events At SIU In Brief

Need 1,393,000 For Faculty Pay Increases

Forced into a slower pace by a strike in May, the State University of Iowa, like many other public institutions, is planning to raise tuition for the fiscal year 1957.

Graduating students are determined to show their displeasure on May 17 when the legislature convenes in Des Moines. Bray, a member of the Governor's Strike Committee, said that the union had been served with a thirty-day strike notice.

Graduating students are determined to show their displeasure on May 17 when the legislature convenes in Des Moines. Bray, a member of the Governor's Strike Committee, said that the union had been served with a thirty-day strike notice.
Homemaking-Then And Now

From 'Soap' To 'Knits' The Gals Had It Rough In The Old Days

By ROBERT McGUORE

Ephraim Street Writer

"A woman's work is never done..." a woman's work is never done...

The terms here are an old adage. The work of a woman is never truly done, but rather is always ongoing. The adage "A woman's work is never done..." is a common expression that highlights the constant nature of a woman's responsibilities and the endless tasks that need to be completed. However, the phrase can also be interpreted as a humorous exaggeration, acknowledging the vast array of chores and responsibilities that women typically undertake.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is often used to evoke a sense of weariness or frustration with the seemingly endless nature of domestic labor. It is a reminder that women have historically been expected to perform a multitude of tasks, from cooking and cleaning to childcare and managing household finances.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a reflection of the societal expectations and roles that women have traditionally been assigned. It serves as a commentary on the burden of these expectations and the challenges faced by women in meeting these demands.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a poignant reminder of the ongoing nature of women's work and the constant need for attention and effort. It highlights the importance of recognizing and valuing the contributions of women to society and the ongoing struggle for gender equality.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a way to express gratitude and appreciation for the tireless efforts of women in fulfilling their responsibilities. It is a call to action for creating a more just and equitable society where women's work is valued and recognized.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a source of inspiration for women to continue their work, knowing that their contributions are valuable and meaningful. It is a message of hope and encouragement, reminding women that they are not alone in their endeavors.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a way to challenge the existing gender norms and expectations, urging a reevaluation of the roles and responsibilities assigned to women. It is a call to question and reform the systems that perpetuate these inequalities and work towards creating a more balanced and equitable society.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a statement of resistance, highlighting the need for collective action to address the systemic issues that prevent women from fully realizing their potential.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a call to the future, encouraging women to continue their work and fight for a better world, one where women's contributions are fully acknowledged and celebrated.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a testament to the resilience and determination of women, reminding us that despite the challenges, women will continue to make strides and overcome obstacles.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a universal sentiment that resonates with women across cultures and generations, serving as a unifying message of solidarity.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a timeless reminder that women's work is ongoing and requires continuous effort and dedication. It is a call to recognize and value the contributions of women, working towards a future where gender equality is a reality.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a powerful expression that celebrates the strength and resilience of women, reminding us of the ongoing struggle for gender equality and the importance of supporting women in their pursuit of a just and equitable society.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a way to express gratitude for the efforts of women and a call to action for creating a more just and equitable world. It is a reminder that women's work is ongoing and requires continuous effort and dedication.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a statement of resistance, urging a reevaluation of the roles and responsibilities assigned to women. It is a call to question and reform the systems that perpetuate these inequalities and work towards creating a more balanced and equitable society.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a call to the future, encouraging women to continue their work and fight for a better world, one where women's contributions are fully acknowledged and celebrated.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a testament to the resilience and determination of women, reminding us that despite the challenges, women will continue to make strides and overcome obstacles.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a universal sentiment that resonates with women across cultures and generations, serving as a unifying message of solidarity.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a timeless reminder that women's work is ongoing and requires continuous effort and dedication. It is a call to recognize and value the contributions of women, working towards a future where gender equality is a reality.

The phrase "A woman's work is never done..." is a powerful expression that celebrates the strength and resilience of women, reminding us of the ongoing struggle for gender equality and the importance of supporting women in their pursuit of a just and equitable society.
Cold Salukis Yield To Will of Wash. U. Wednesday, 66-44

A cold shooting Southern team fell before the Washington U. Bears Wednesday night in the sticky, rainy Arrowhead. The Bears sent the Southern shooting 26.7 per cent, which is the lowest output in many years for the Bears.
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